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Author's response to reviews:

Dear BMC Neurology team,

the following changes according to your suggestions have been made:

Title: please ensure that the title is identical in the manuscript and the submission system
Done.

Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is 'First name Initial Last name' (e.g. Joe F Bloggs)
Done.

Affiliations: Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format: Department, Institute, (Street), City, (Postal code), Country. This may mean repeating institutional addresses if the authors are from different departments within an institution
Done.

Abstract: Please ensure that the abstract is identical in the manuscript file on the online submission system: also please ensure it maintains the correct structure Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions
Done.

Additional files: all additional files must be mentioned in the text in numerical
order, or removed from the system

Done.

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Title page: Remove title "Title page"

Done.

Header: Remove "Neurocognitive outcome after DCH"

Done.

Author list: Please remove author's titles and ensure superscript links are in numerical order

Done.

References: the reference list should contain up to 30 authors’ names for each citation. The term 'et al.' should not be used if there are fewer than 30 authors.

I corrected the endnote template of BMC Neurology according to your suggestions.

(Done.)

Figures: It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image. Our online figure guide contains full details for preparing files for submission and can be viewed here: http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures

Done.

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.

Done.

Kind regards,

H. Schmidt